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Fedora Week of Diversity Planning

Working group formulation & starting steps

- Decision to move to Fedora Week of Diversity at Team Meetup in March 2021
- Call for interest in the Diversity & Inclusion team meetings/mailing list
- Jona, Vipul, Ashlyn, Marie, Grayson, Onuralp made up the team for FWD 2021
- Video editing by Onuralp
- We decided to focus on:
  - Existing processes
  - Keeping a well defined and reasonable scope
  - Not adding to our collective virtual fatigue
Fedora Week of Diversity Goals

We explored a lot of options, chose a few

- We focused in on a couple goals:
  - Video series of “Fedora Stories”
  - DEI Recommended Resources page
  - Publish videos from Fedora Women’s Day 2020
  - Fedora Social Hour takeover
  - Logo/brand & badge
  - Promotion
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Fedora Week of Diversity Engagement

Youtube (as of November 1st)
- Number of Fedora Stories videos: 22
- Total views on Fedora Stories series: 489 views
- Number of Fedora Women’s Day 2020 videos: 16
- Total views on Fedora Women’s Day 2020 series: 970 views

Twitter (as of November 1st)
- Number of tweets: 55
- Number of likes: 2045
- Number of retweets: 314
- Total comments: 16
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Fedora Women’s Day

What does Fedora Week of Diversity mean for Fedora Women’s Day?

- Fedora Women’s Day has been a long term success for the Fedora community
- Fedora Week of Diversity doesn’t mean Fedora Women’s Day is going away
  - Local Fedora Women’s Day events can plan for November 2022
  - The working group for Fedora Week of Diversity 2022 could choose to do a Fedora Women’s Day event
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DEI Recommended Resources Page

A start of something awesome!

- Initialized a DEI Recommended Resources Page
  - Focused on keeping the content things people on the team have actually read and found useful
  - Looking for additions
  - This is a useful and easy way to contribute to Fedora’s D&I team!
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What’s the plan for 2022?
Thank you!
Any questions?